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ABSTRACT 
Computational results are presented for three advanced configurations: the F-16A with wing tip missiles 
and under-wing fuel tanks, t,he Oblique Wing Research Aircraft (OWRA), and an Advanced Turboprop 
research model. These results were generated by the lat,est, version of the TranAir full-potential code, which 
solves for transonic flow over complex configurations. TranAir embeds a surface-paneled geometry definition 
in a uniform rectangular flow-field grid, thus avoiding t,he use of surface-confornling grids, and decoupling 
the grid generation process from the definition of the configuration. The new version of the code locally 
refines the uniform grid near the surface of the geometry, based on local panel size and/or user input. This 
method distributes the flow-field grid p0int.s much more efficiently than t,he previous version of the code, 
which solved for a grid that. was uniform everywhere in the flow field. TranAir results are presented for the 
three configurations and are compared with wind tunnel data. 
INTR ODUCTJON 
The abilit,y of linear potential panel method codes t,o compute flows about very general configurat.ions has 
allowed them t,o be applied to a wide variety of configurations (R.efs. 1-8). These codes give reliable results for 
configurations in which local flows do not. deviate greatly from t.he freestream flow. For flows in the transonic 
regime, where both subsonic and supersonic flow exists, linear potential xiiet,hods become inappropriate 
due to the violat,ion of the sinal1 pert.urbation assumption. Nonlinear flow codes are required in order to 
predict, t.ransonic flows about aircraft,, but are generally limited t,o relatively simple configurations due to 
“t,he difficu1t.y in generating ‘suitable grids’ ’’ (Ref. 9). Recent, work (R.efs. 10 , l l )  has shown that. iiiiproved 
grid generation techniques allow for increasingly complicated geometries to be analyzed. TTnfort,unately, 
siiiiplificat,ions to the actual geomet,ry are generally required, as well as a good deal of time in generating 
the grid. 
TranAir, a transonic full-potentia1 code, utilizes the surface paneling t,echnology of PANAIR (Refs. 12-15) 
in t,he definition of t,he computat.iona1 model. The paneled definition of the configuration is then embedded 
in a relat,ively coarse rectangular array of flow-field grid points. The modeling generality afforded by t.he 
use of surface panels, and t.he decoupling of the flow-field grid definition from the defidion of t,he geomet,ry. 
allows TranAir t,o routinely solve transonic flow problems about. very complex configurations. 
The previous version of TranAir utilized a uniform grid which remained constant t,hroughout the solution 
process. This uniform grid approach generally causes the grid to be much finer than necessary to predict, the 
linear Prandtl-Glauert flow which prevails away from the geometry and not, fine enough to adequately predict 
the rapidly changing flow properties near the surface of t,he geometry. The grid refinement capabilit,y allows 
t.he definition of a much coarser initial grid, so that the grid away from the boundary is not unnecessarily 
fine. The code t.hen refines the initial uniform grid near the surface of the geometry where a finer grid 
is necessary in order to resolve the rapidly changing flow field. The refinements are based on local panel 
size and/or user input. The user may control the levels of refinement over regions of the geomet,ry, thus 
controlling the distribution, and to some extent the number, of grid point,s generated for a given problem. 
The grid refinement capability generates a much more efficient grid upon which to obt,ain a solution. For 
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test cases analyzed by both the original uniform grid version and the new refined grid version of TranAir, 
the total number of grid points defined for the problem by the new version of the code was consistently 50% 
less than was defined by the previous version of TranAir, while a t  the same time yielding more accurate 
solutions. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
The TranAir program may be broken into t.hree distinct sections: the input processor, the solver, and the 
output processor. A very brief description of each of these sect,ions is presented here. A detailed descript,ion 
of the inner workings of the code, including the niathernatics behind the solut,ion process, is reserved for 
future publication. 
Input. Processor 
The input processor reads the input file describing the configuration and flow conditions, checks the 
geometry for proper abutments and defines appropriate boundary unknowns and their locations. Most of 
the code for the input processor was taken directly from the pilotcode version of PANAIR. This helped in 
quickly producing reliable input processor code, as well as assuring compatability between PANAIR and 
TranAir input files. 
Solver 
The solver first. defines an initial uniform grid about, the input geometry based on values input by the user, 
who defines the nlininium and maximum values of the grid in each direct,ion, as well as the number of grid 
p0int.s in each direction. After setting up t,he initial grid, t,he solver successively refines the grid based on the 
size of t.he surface panels contained within each grid box. These refinements are limited to t,he neighborhood 
of the aircraft surface, and the user m a y  control the minimum and maxirnuni levels of the refinement,s. In 
addition, the user niay specify a region (volume) of interest about portions of the geometry where additional 
control over the refinement is desired. Within this region, t,he user specifies nlininium and maximum levels 
of refinement, which are independent of t,he refinements specified over the geometry outside of t,he region. 
In the near fut.ure, a solution-adaptive refinement capabi1it.y will be int,roduced t,o allow grid refinement to 
be based on the current state of the solution to the system of equations. 
Having produced a refined cornput.ationa1 grid, the solver const.ruct,s finit,e element operators on that. grid. 
A trilinear basis fundon  for the potential is associated with each finite element. Discret.ized operators 
are oht,ained using t.he Bat,eInan variational principle (Ref. 16) in a manner which is fully conservative 
and second-order accurat,e. This discret,izat,ion yields a set of nonlinear algebraic equations which simulate 
t,he original full-potent ial part,ial different i d  equation. Operators in supersonic regions are altered using a 
first.-order artificial dissipat,ion for shock capt.uring. 
The set. of nonlinear algebraic equat,ions is solved by an iterative process. An orthogonal direction algorit,hni 
called C;MRES (Generalized Mininium RESidual) (Refs. 17.18) is used t,o drive the solution process in 
conjunction with multiple preconditioners. The preconditioners consist, of a fast Poisson solver, which is 
particularly effective for regions where the flow remains subcritical, and an incomplete factorization of the 
sparse matrix produced by linearizing the set of nonlinear algebraic equat,ions. The sparse matrix is defined 
by selecting a subset of the entire system of equations and by closing the set through the imposition of a 
Dirichlet boundary condition. This ‘reduced set’ of points consists of all finite element nodes which make 
up a refinement of a box on the global Cart,esian grid plus all nodes which make up a finite element where 
t.he flow is supersonic. A nest,ed dissection ordering based on the physical location of finite elements in the 
computational grid is used to order the sparse matrix system. The incompete factorization is performed 
by using a drop tolerance when factoring the sparse matrix. If any element is smaller than either of its 
diagonals by the value of the specified drop tolerance, it is set, t,o zero. The preconditioners seem to work 
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inore effectively in combination than would a single preconditioner by itself. 
A significant advantage of the formulation is that the flow-field grid need only extend to  a point where the 
flow is linear, rather than to  a point where the flow is unperturbed. For cases in which there exist regions 
of supersonic flow, the flow-field grid must be large enough to  include the supersonic regions. The equation 
solved about the perimeter of the grid changes from the nonlinear full-potential equation to the linear 
Prandtl-Glauert equation. The ends of the computational grid can be relatively close to the configuration 
because the unknowns defined on the global (!artesian grid consist of Sources for the velocity potential. These 
sources exist on a grid which is theoretically infinite in extent, but the sources go to zero rapidly as afunction 
of distance from boundary surfaces. In fact, the sources are generally weak in the entire computational domain 
except near shocks, surface boundaries and wakes. The potential induced by specified sources is computed 
efficiently by a convolution integral of the sources with a discrete exterior Green’s function. 
Output Processor 
Once the solution process is completed, either by executing the maximum number of it,erations specified by 
t,he user, or by reducing t.he value of the residual below a user specified minimum, the value of t.he potential 
at each grid point, has been obhined. From these values, information about the flow both in the field and on 
the aircraft. surface may he obtained. Velocities in the flow field and on the surface may be comput,ed, from 
which the user may obt.ain forces and moments for the configuration, and pressure coefficients, streamlines, 
and Mach contours b0t.h in the field and on t,he surface of t,he geometry. One of t,he output options creat,es 
a file with all request,ed information about t,he flow at each point on the surface. A translator program may 
be writt,en which loads the informat,ion in the out,put, file int,o a dat.abase management system such as RIM 
(Relational Information Manager, Ref. 19), which in turn may be used to generate information for input t.o 
various 2-D and 3-D graphics programs and displays. Ot,her files may he generat.ed by TranAir, which can be 
read by PLOT3D (R.ef. 20) a 3-D dynanic display graphics program which runs on a graphics workstat,ion. 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MODELS 
Three configurations were rnodeled for which transonic result,s were desired. These models demonstrate 
t,he ability of TranAir to analyze complex geometries in t,he transonic flow regime. Descript,ions of each of 
t.hese configurations are presented below. 
F-1GA w/Wing Tip Missiles and Under-Wing Fuel Tanks 
The TranAir inodel of t,he F-16A includes all the components of the actual geometry. The model also 
includes the geomet,ry for an AIM-9 wing tip nlissile and launcher, and for a 370-gallon under-wing fuel 
t.ank and pylon. The complete F-16A definit,ion is shown in Figure 1. Previous publications have presented 
TranAir resu1t.s for the basic F-1GA wit.h no ext.erna1 stores (ref. 21). and with the addition of the 370-gdon 
underwing fuel t.anks (ref. 22). The addition of the nlissile/launcher geometry t .0  the definition of the F- 
1GA shows the flexihilit,y of TranAir in being able t,o quickly add complex pieces of geometry t,o an existing 
configuration and successfully analyze the new model. 
The paneled definit.ions of the tip Inissile and launcher, and the fuel tank and pylon, were created on a 
Calnia CAD/CAM machine based on blueprint drawings. The definition of the launcher and missile is true 
t,o the actual geoinet.ry with the exception of the small gap t,hat exists between the missile and the launcher. 
For simplicity, this region was faired over. The fins on the iilissile were modeled as flat plates, which is very 
close to t,he shape of the actual fins. Wakes were defined from the trailing edge of the launcher, the base of 
the missile, and the trailing edges of all the fins. Wakes from t.he trailing edge of each of the forward fins 
were defined such that they ended at  the leading edge of the corresponding aft fin. This was done to conserve 
t,he circulation generat.ed by the forward set of fins. The launcher wake was connected to t,he outboard wing 
wake by a wake ‘filler’ network. 
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The fuel tank and pylon were also modeled true to the actual geometry, with the exception of the fins on 
the aft portion of the fuel tank. The top fin was omit,ted in order to  simplify the wake modeling process. 
Since there was no sideslip angle in the computations, this simplification was considered to be reasonable. 
The side fins were modeled as flat plates, which is very close in shape to the actual fins. The wake from the 
pylon passes through the horizontal tail, so the wake had to  be broken int.0 two wakes. One passes over the 
tail, and one passes under the tail. The paneling on t,he horizontal tail networks had to be modified slightly 
so that there were network ahut,inents where the wakes int,ersect, the upper and lower tail surfaces. 
The wind tunnel niodel of the F-16A had a flowthrough nacelle. The TranAir niodel of the nacelle inlet, 
is a net.work of porous panels, on which the boundary condit,ions are (1) the velocity on the upstream side 
of the panels is the normal component, of the freest.ream velocity, and (2 )  the perturbation potential on the 
downstream side of the panels is zero. The nacelle exhaust is closed off by a network of panels in the same 
manner as the inlet.. The boundary condit.ions used on this network are (1) the total pot,ential is constant 
on t.he downst.ream side of the network, and ( 2 )  t,he perturbation potential is zero on the upstream side. 
The const,ant tot.al potential on the downst,reani side combined with wake networks emanat.ing from the 
afterbody perimeter cause the flow to separat.e smoothly from t,he aft.erbody, rather t,han turning through a 
right angle as would occur if the base panels were modeled with solid-surface boundary conditions (Fig. 18 
from Ref. 12). 
TranAir allows one-half of the geometry to he input for cases which have one plane of symmetry, such as 
the F-16A model. The right half of the F-16A definition is comprised of 6388 surface panels and 754 wake 
panels. The right half of the initial uniforin grid for this case contained 33 x 11 x 1 7  points in the 2 ,  y, and 
z directions, respectively. Regions (volumes) of int.erest, were specified around t,he wing, the fuel tank, and 
the tip iilissile assembly. Within these three regions, a nlinimum of three levels of refinement were specified, 
wit,h a maxinium of four levels in t,he tank and mjssile regions, and five levels in the wing region. The final 
refined grid from which a solution was generat.ed contained approximat,eIy 71,000 grid point,s, which is less 
than half of t,he total number of grid point,s used by t,he original version of TranAir t,o obtain previous F-16 
results. A spanwise two-dimensional cut of t,he refined grid is shown in Figure 2. This figure shows the 
refinement of the grid around the wing, as  well as the fuel tank and missile asseiiiblies. The refinement, 
around t,he leading edge of the wing was one to two levels finer than the station seen in Figure 2, which is 
nearer t,o the trailing edge. 
Advanced Turboprop Research Aircraft 
The Advanced Turboprop configuration is designed to cruise at, A4- = 0.8 and C'L = 0.5. The wind 
tunnel model is a combinat.ion pressure and force model having an active propeller which is driven by a 
compressed air turbine housed in t.he nacelle. Since the propeller slipstream induces upwash on t,he wing 
inboard of the nacelle and downwash on the wing out,board of t.he nacelle, the wing definition included twist 
designed to  c0nipensat.e for these effects. As a result of t,he wing twist, t,he power-off (propeller removed) 
wing pressures outboard of t.he nacelle achieve a fairly high suct,ion peak. Wind t,unnel data was generated 
for both power-on and power-off cases in order t.o study t.he power effects for t.he model. 
The TranAir model does not include the definition of t.he propeller, or any of the relat,ed slipstream effects. 
The paneled definit.ion of t,he right hand side of the advanced turboprop model, as well as the synmietric 
left. hand side, is shown in Figure 3. The paneling was created on a Calrna CAD/CAM machine based on 
geomet,ry informat.ion provided by McDonnell Douglas. The paneled definit,ion of one-half of the symmetric 
configuration consists of 1019 surface panels and 96 wake panels. 
The absence of any tail surfaces in the definition of the TranAir model is consist,ent with the design of 
the wind tunnel model. The TranAir model differs from the wind t.unne1 model in only one respect. a t  the 
nacelle exhaust, nozzle. The vertical plane of the exhaust nozzle on the wind tunnel model faces slightly 
inboard. The TranAir model defined the exit. plane to be parallel to the y - z plane. The definition of wakes 
for this configuration was fairly standard, with wakes emanating from the wing trailing edge, and from the 
nacelle exhaust, nozzle and the fuselage base. 
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The initial global grid box for this case, which was defined only for the right hand side of this symmetric 
configuration, contained 33 x 11 x 17 points in the 2, y, and z directions, respectively. A region of interest 
was defined around the leading edge of the wing, and the rest of the wing. The leading edge region specified 
a Inininiuni of four, and a maxiniuni of five, levels of refinement. The aft region specified a minimum of 
three, and a maximum of five, levels of refinement. A region around the nacelle specified a mimimum of 
t,hree, and a maximum of four, levels of refinement. A spanwise two-dimensional cut showing the refined 
grid across the fuselage, wing and nacelle is shown in Figure 4. 
Oblique Wing Research Aircraft 
NASA has studied the feasibilit,y of using oblique wing airplanes for flight. a t  transonic and low supersonic 
speeds for many years. Airplanes einbodying this concept should prove useful for missions that require 
variable geomet,ry configurations. In order to  resolve some of t,he remaining uncertaint,ies associated with t.he 
oblique wing concept, a proposal to convert t.he NASA Digital Fly-By-Wire Airplane t,o the Oblique Wing 
Research Aircraft was made. As part. of t,he overall research program associated with t,his airplane, a detailed 
coniparison of wind t.unnel with theoretical results is being made. The original numerical calculations were 
generat.ed by PANAIR, a linear pot.entia1 flow code. The same paneled definition of the Oblique Wing 
configuration was analyzed by TranAir in an att.ernpt to  more accurat,ely predict the charact,eristics of t.he 
oblique wing in transonic flow, particularly when the wing is swept,. 
The configurat,ion st,udied here was t.est.ed in 1986 in the Aines 11- by ll-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. 
The wing has subsequently undergone considerable redesign, part,icularly with respect to  planform area. The 
wing was designed to have an area of 250 sq.ft,. on t,he full scale airplane, wit.h a span of 50 ft,. The wind 
tunnel model is an 0.087 scale model of the wing att.ached to a model of t,he F-8 fuselage. 
The paneled definition of t,he Oblique Wing model included the wing at. a 30" sweep angle, t,he fuselage, 
einpennage, and ventrals. The ventrals and the horizont.al and vertical tails were modeled as thin (flat plate) 
surfaces. The wing definit,ion was generat,ed on a Chlnia CAD/CAM machine. The same numerical definition 
was used to  generat.e bot,h t.he TranAir model and wind bunnel niodel of the wing. The paneled configuration, 
shown in Figure 5, consists of 1134 surface panels and 175 wake panels. Most, of t,he surface panels (750 
out, of 1134) are used in the definition of the wing, with the paneling on t,he fuselage and empennage being 
relatively coarse. B0t.h sides of the configurat.ion were defined due to  t,he absence of a plane of synmet,ry 
for t,he configurat,ion. Wake networks were attached to t.he t,railing edges of all lift,ing surfaces, including t,he 
vert,ical tail. Since the configurat.ion is asynunetric, the vertical h i 1  may generate significant. side force. even 
at. zero sideslip, and t,hus t,he vertical wake could not. be omitted froni the definit,ion. The wing wakes 
pass t,hrough the vert,ical tail. so t.he tail had to he defined by two networks which abut. along the line defined 
by t.he wing wakes. 
The init,ial global grid box for this case contained 33 x 17 x 11 points in t,he E ,  y, and z directions, 
respect,ively. This box enclosed b0t.h sides of the geomet.ry, rather than just, one-half of the geoniet,rv, due 
t.o t.he asynmietry of the configurat,ion. A region of int,erest, was defined around t,he wing, with a rilinimuin 
of four, and a maxinium six, levels of refinement. Regions were also defined at, the wing tips, and at, the 
horizont,al and vertical tails. These regions specified lesser degrees of refinement than was specified for the 
wing. The final refined grid froni which a soliit,ion was generat,ed contained approxiniat.ely 46,000 grid point,s. 
A streamwise two-dimensional cut showing the refined grid along the cent.erline of t,he geometry is shown 
in Figure 6. As can be seen, the grid is relatively coarse over most of the fuselage, and much finer in the 
vicinity of the wing. 
RESULT S 
Wind tunnel results were available for all three of the configurations presented. The F-16A and Advanced 
Turboprop wind tunnel models generated pressure data, as well as force and moment data. The Oblique 
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Wing wind tunnel model was a force model only. The TranAir result,s present,ed here were obtained on a 
C h y  X-MP/48, using 32 million words of a 128 million word solid-stat.e storage device (SSD). Comparisons 
of TranAir results with wind tunnel data are presented below. 
F-16A w/Wing Tip Missiles and Under-Wing Fuel Tanks 
As was ment,ioned previously, TranAir results for the F-16A using the original version of the code have 
been published (Refs. 21,22). The main conclusion from these result,s was that, due to machine IiieIiiory 
limitations, the uniform grid scheine did not, allow t,he grid t.0 be fine enough t.0 resolve t.he flow near leading 
edges and tips of 1ift.ing surfaces, even though as manv as 200,000 grid points were used. For the F-16A 
configuration shown in Figure 1, the final refined grid generated by the new version of TranAir consisted 
of only il, 000 p0int.s. The TranAir predicted C: for the F-16A with wing tip rilissiles and fuel tanks are 
shown in Figure 7 for M ,  = 0.6 and cy = 4". 
The previously published wing pressure resu1t.s showed reasonable agreement, wit.h wind t,unnel data  
(Ref. 23) with t.wo except.ions. Leading edge suction peaks were not. capt,ured because the grid was very 
coarse relative t.o the geometry. Also, pressures a t  the wing t.ip were in poor agreement with wind tunnel 
data. The poor agreement was due to b0t.h the relative coarseness of the grid at the t.ip, and the fact, that  
no wind tunnel data  existed for the F-16A without. wing tip iilissiles and launchers. 
The effect of adding the tip missile and launcher geometry t.o the definition of the F-l6A, as well as the 
improved resolution of the flow due to  the grid refinement capability, is evident in Figure 8. This figure 
shows wing tip C p  predict.ions from both versions of TranAir, as well as from wind t,unnel d a h  The results 
froin the original version of TranAir did not include the wing tip missiles and launchers in the definition 
of the geometry. The poor leading edge results, however, were caused by poor resolution of t.he grid in the 
region, rather than the absence of the iilissile geometry. Resu1t.s from bhe new version of TranAir show much 
bet.ter agreement wit,h wind tunnel data. This improvement in t.he predict.ed pressures can be abtrihuted t.0 
both t,he addit,ion of the ~nissile/launcher geometry t.0 the TranAir model and the grid refinement. capability 
which ~iiore accurately resolves t.he flow in the region. 
Advanced Turboprop R.esearch Aircraft. 
Figure 9 shows t.he TranAir and wind t.unnel ( I p  predict,ions for Ma = 0.6 and cy = 2" at two wring 
stations. These resu1t.s show TranAir predict.ions which are in reasonable agreement, with wind tunnel &a. 
The tap stat.ion shown in Figure 9a is inboard of the nacelle. The absence of a pressure peak near the leading 
edge reflect,s t.he negat.ive twist. inboard of the nacelle designed to offset the propeller upwash. Due t.o t,he 
spacing of the wing paneling on t.he computational model, TranAir resuks were not available at. exactly the 
same tap stat.ion as the wind t,unnel data. The closest available data on the TranAir model was 3% inboard 
from the wind tunnel st.ation, which could explain t,he slight. difference in C p  predictions between TranAir 
and wind tunnel data. The tap station in Figure 9b is outboard of the nacelle. The high suction peak 
reflected in the wind t,unnel data is a result of the upward wing twist out,board of the nacelle designed to 
offset. propeller downwash. TranAir result,s for the outboard tap station do not, predict, t.he magnitude of the 
suction peak. This is most likely due to  the refined grid st.il1 being too coarse near t,he leading edge. Another 
possible explanation is the relative coarseness of the wing paneling. B0t.h possibilities will be explored in 
future research. The TranAir CP prediction over the entire configuration for h/r, = 0.6 and a = 2" is 
shown in Figure 10. 
Oblique Wing Research Aircraft 
Results for the Oblique Wing geometry were obtained for Mm = 0.8 and cy = 5", at. a 30" wing sweep 
angle. Figure 11 shows the TranAir prediction of Cp for the entire configuration. Since no wind tunnel 
pressure data are available, this figure must be used to  judge whether or not the predicted pressures seem 
reasonable. 
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Figure 12 shows plots of CL and C, V‘J. a, in which TranAir data are compared wit,h wind tunnel data 
and PANAIR predictions. Although PANAIR results showed reasonable agreement with wind tunnel results, 
the effects of applying a linear potential code to a transonic flow problem are evident. These plots show that 
TranAir predictions compare much bet.ter with wind tunnel data than do the PANAIR predictions. The lift 
curve from the TranAir data is in good agreement with the wind tunnel curve, although the slopes differ 
slightly. The TranAir data was obt.ained with a relatively coarse flow-field grid (45,000 point,s), with the 
majority of points existing near t.he wing surface. By refining t.he grid more around the fuselage and t.he 
empennage, as well as the wing, a more accurate lift, prediction should be possible. 
The pitching moments predict.ed by TranAir were parallel t,o the wind t.unnel d a h ,  and were closer to the 
wind tunnel data t,han the PANAIR prediction. The extrapolated value of the zero-lift pitching moment 
for TranAir differs by a significant amount. Several possible fact.ors may contribute to  this offset. The 
fuselage definition used for t,he PANAIR and TranAir models was not. identical t,o t.he one used for the wind 
tunnel model. The nose region on the wind tunnel model of t,he F-8 fuselage has been modified several 
times over many years of testing, while the existing computational inodel ret.ains the original definition 
of t,he nose. These modificat,ions t,o the nose, besides affecting t.he aerodynamics of the fuselage, have 
made it, difficult to maint,ain a reliable reference point. on the fuselage. The location on the fuselage of the 
computational definition of the wing was approximat,ed, and its  dishnce from the horizontal tail could differ 
by a significant. amount from that of the wind t,unnel model. This possible discrepancy will be clarified 
and the proper adjustments to the comput.at.iona1 model will be made. Another possible cause of pitching 
moment discrepancy is t.he modeling of the horizontal h i 1  surfaces as flat plates. Future work will include 
the modeling of t,he tail surfaces with the same t,hickness as for the wind t.unne1 model. 
It. is encouraging that. TranAir predictions for the t,ransonic Mach no. are in better agreement. wit.h wind 
tunnel dat.a than the linear potential predict,ions from t,he PANAIR code. Since, in the t.ransonic flow regime, 
the flow violat.es the small perturbation assumpt,ion upon which linear potent,ial flow is based, the PANAIR 
predictions should not. be as accurat,e as t.hose obtained by a nonlinear full-potential flow code such as 
Tr an Ai r . 
FUTURE PLANS 
Several enhanceinent,s are to be incorporated into t.he existing TranAir code. Some of these enhancements 
are in t,he iinpleinentation process, while ot.hers are scheduled t,o be completed by the end of the first quart.er 
of 1989. 
Most, of the current effort is directed toward t,he ixiiplexrientat,ion of a solution adaptive grid refinement 
capabilit,y. The current, refinement, method, which is based on local panel size and user input, requires a 
good deal of insight by the user as to  where more grid p0int.s might be necessary in order to more accurat.ely 
predict bhe flow in critical areas. Also, the refinement, is 1iInit.ed to t,he neighborhood of the surface of t.he 
geometry. The solution adaptive refinement. technique will evaluate the solution everywhere on the grid, and 
Inake further refinernent,s in regions where the solut,ion is less accurat,e. Refine1iient.s will also be allowed t,o 
extend int.0 the flow field in order t,o accurately capt,ure shocks. 
The current, code requires t,he freestream Mach no. to be less than 1.0. The flow field is allowed to have 
regions of supersonic flow, but the freestream value of t,he Mach no. must, be subsonic. Near t,erm effort. will 
he direct,ed toward implementing a supersonic freestream capability. 
TranAir currently employs a trilinear basis function for the potent,ial. This causes the velocity within a 
grid box to be approximately constant. Work is being done t.o irnplernent a second-order basis function, 
which would then allow t,he velocity to vary across a grid box. This should combine with t,he grid refinement, 
capability to  improve the accuracy of the predict,ions. 
Sorile effort will go int,o studying the feasibility of adding a ‘viscous’ t,errn to the full-potential equation. 
This would enable the code to ‘capt,ure’ wakes from sharp leading edges and t,lCailing edges of lifting surfaces. 
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For the current version of TranAir, the user must define wakes in the same manner as required by linear 
potential flow codes. A wake-capturing capability would remove the burden of manual wake definition from 
the user, as well as more accurately defining the shape and location of the vortex sheets from the lifting 
surfaces. 
SUMMARY 
The TranAir full-potential code solves transonic flow problems about very general and complex configu- 
rations. A surface-paneled geometry definition is embedded in a uniform rectangular flow-field grid. This 
uniforrri grid is then refined in the neighborhood of the geometry based on the local surface panel size and/or 
user input. Finite element operators are constructed on the refined grid. Discretized operators are obtained 
in a conservative. second-order accurate fashion. A set of nonlinear algebraic equations which simulate the 
full-potential partial differential equation are generated, and are solved by an iterative process. Operators 
in supersonic regions are altered using a first-order artificial dissipation for shock capturing. TranAir results 
are shown for three different configurations: the F-16A with wing tip missiles and under-wing fuel tanks, the 
Oblique Wing Research Aircraft, and the Advanced Turboprop research model. These results demonstrate 
the ability of the code to routinely analyze complex configurations in the transonic flow regime. Future work 
will include the addition of a solution adaptive grid refinement capability, a higher-order basis function for 
the potential, a supersonic freestream capability, and the addition of a viscous term to the full-potential 
equation in order to capture wakes from sharp leading edge5 and trailing edges of lifting surfaces. 
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Figure I .  Surface panel definition of F-16A configured with 
wing t ip  missiles and under-wing fuel tanks. 
Figure 2.  Spanwise two-dimensional cut of refined grid for 
F-16A configuration near wing trailing edge. 
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Figure 3. Surface panel definition of the Advanced Turboprop 
research model (ATP). 
Figure 4 .  Spanwise two-dimensional cut of refined grid for 
the ATP through the wing/nacelle intersection. 
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Figure 5. Surface panel definition of the Oblique Wing Research 
Aircraft (OWRA), wing sweep = 30". 
Figure 6. Streamwise two-dimensional cut of refined grid for 
the OWRA at the centerline of the configuration. 
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Figure 7 .  TranAir C, results for the F-l6A, M ,  = 0.6, a : 4". 
F-16A w/Tip Missiles, Fuel Tanks 
95% semi-span, M, = 0.6, a = 4" 
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Figure 8. TranAir C, results for the F-16A compared with wind 
tunnel data  at 95% semi-span station, M ,  = 0.6, Q = 4". 
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Advanced Turboprop Research Model 
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Advanced Turboprop Research Model 
65% semi-span, M, = 0.6, a = 2" 
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Figure 9. TranAir  C, results for the ATP compared with wind 
tunnel  data, M,  = 0.6, a = 2". 1 
a 35% semi-span s ta t ion.  i 
b. 65% semi-span station. 
Figure 10. TranAir  C, results for t h e  ATP,  M ,  = 0.6, CY = 2". 
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Figure 1 1 .  TranAir C, results for the OWRA, M, 1 0.8, a = 5" 
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Figure 12. TranAir lift and pitching moment results for the OWRA 
compared with wind tunnel data ,  M, = 0.8, a = 5".  
a. .Lift coefficient vs. angle-of-attack. . / .  
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Oblique Wing Research Aircraft 
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Figure 12. TranAir lift and pitching moment results for the OWRA 
compared with wind tunnel da ta ,  AI, = 0.8, Q = 5". 
b. Pitching moment vs. angle-of-attack. 
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